
pr ac tic al suggestions for media professionals from B u r r e l l e sLuce

 
1.   Profit from one-stop efficiency. life streaming has been around for years. However, it has 

gained increased attention as pr pros look to maximize the efficiency and engagement of their 
existing social media. life streaming brings together the best of traditional blogs, micro-blogs, 
social networks, and video sharing sites to form a kind of “online content central.” posts can be 
140 characters, essays, visual snapshots, videos, podcasts or any combination, and uploaded 
via email, mobile upload, or the web. 

2.   Determine whether Life Streaming is right for you. some pr pros use life streaming to help 
them create a uniform and consistent online identity. others use it to cluster content, improve 
workflow, generate interest (in a brand, company, or client,) or simply to engage. However, 
some pr practitioners may conclude that life streaming doesn’t align with their strategic goals, 
particularly if the type of content they produce doesn’t lend itself to real-time communication 
or if they are concerned about how their content would physically appear online. 

3.   Get acquainted with Life Streaming tools. friendfeed, lifestrea.ms, posterous, profilactic, and 
tumblr are just several of the applications that allow you to build and maintain a life stream. 

4.     Pick a host. after reviewing, your needs and objectives, you may decide to enhance your 
current blog (make it more life stream-like) with the aid of third-party plug-ins, or to employ 
one of the many platforms that are available. You may even opt to include life streaming 
functionality in your online press center. Whatever your choice, though, you’ll have to consider 
how this tactic dovetails with your overall social media strategy. 

5.     Select featured content. it’s advisable to connect only to online media or networks where you 
already have a web presence or that are truly relevant to you or your constituents. otherwise, 
you’ll end up with clutter. You can always add/remove connecting streams as your social media 
strategy evolves. 

6.    Recognize media distinctions. since life streaming connects audiences from various 
platforms, make sure your followers don’t get inundated with content they may not want. How, 
and with whom, you interact on twitter could be different than on facebook, Youtube, or other 
sites where you have a presence.

7.     Use discretion when posting sensitive material. since life streaming’s hyper-activity, 
flexibility and portability take real-time communication to the extreme, you should err on the 
side of caution when it comes to the type of content you post – especially if material is of a 
sensitive nature. remember: when in doubt, do not post. 

8.     Keep things fresh. Just as with your blog and other social media profiles and/or fan pages, 
you’ve got to craft compelling content to keep your audience engaged so that they come back 
for more.  

9.     Promote your stream via other digital channels. include a link or button in you e-newsletter, 
incorporate it into your multimedia press release or reference it on your website.  

10. Listen closely. self-produced content isn’t the only material to show up in your life stream. it 
also pulls in what your audience is saying. so be sure to monitor for inbound stream activity, 
and demonstrate your ability to both pay careful attention and offer thoughtful replies. 

focus: 
Life StReaminG

bottom Line: With a little research, planning, and effort, Life Streaming 
can become an optimal solution for public relations and marketing professionals seeking 
maximum productivity — and greatest impact — from their social media endeavors.

for a free consultation call 866.330.2768 or visit burrellesluce.com/lifetp
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